To Install Hand Held Showehead Filter (HSF):

To Install Hand Held Showehead Filter (HSF):

1. Remove existing showerhead from shower.
2. Wrap Teflon tape tightly around shower pipe threads.
3. Screw the universal mount onto the shower pipe.
4. Tighten the mount, using a soft cloth to protect the finish.
5. Insert a black rubber washer (included) into the smaller threaded
end of the shower hose and attach to the universal mount,
6. Insert a black rubber washer (included) into the larger threaded
end of the shower hose and atach to the threaeded end of the
shower handle.
7. Hang showerhead in bracket, test system for leakers and tighten
fittings as needed.
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1. Hold the handle of showerhead firmly in one hand. With the
other hand turn the ribbed ring behind face clockwise to unscrew.
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2. Grasp white filter cartridge and pull filter up and to the side to
remove. Replace new filter by pushing it firmly down into the vacity
until seated.
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3. Align threads by turning whole faceplate counter clockwise until
faceplate clicks into vacity. Then turn only the ribbed ring behind
faceplate in a counter clockwise direction until secure.
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Paragon Water Systems warrants to the owner of this
product for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase,
that it is free from defects in material and workmanship
and agrees that it will at it's option, either repair the
defect or replace the defective product or part thereof
at no charge to the purchaser for parts or labour.
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If within 90 days from the date of purchase, the product
proves to be defective for any reason, return it postpaid to
Paragon Water Systems at the address below, for repair or
replacement at no charge.
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This warranty does not apply to any product, the exterior of
which has been damaged or defaced, which has been
subjected to commercial usage, misuse, abnormal service or
handling, or which has been latered or modified in design or
construction.
This warranty gives you specific rights. You may also have
other rights which vary from satet to state or province to
province.
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